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ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 

2014/15 ANNUAL REPORT HEARINGS 
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE 

Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority 

Supplementary Information No C4(e) Request for further information. No C4 (e)i and ii 

No C4 (e)i 

The Committee requests further details of the confidential information referred to in 
clause 4 of the Partnership and memorandum of understanding between Seven West 
Media and Carat on behalf of the MRA (MOU) (a copy of which is attached) and the 
basis upon which it cannot be provided to the Committee. 

Please include a list of documents and a general description of their contents to enable 
the Committee to make a decision whether to formally request copies of the relevant 
documentation. 

Answer: 

I am advised the confidential information relates to data files and associated project and 
technical information supplied to develop the activation experiences. I understand the 
clause was included in the MOU to ensure this information was not used by either party, 
or supplied to third parties, without the appropriate permissions. Much of this 
information is publicly available but some of the raw data files are not available publicly 
in order to ensure the complex level of detail is not misrepresented. 

These files are design files and not documents that can be read such as word documents. 
A list is attached of the file names and a description of their format and content. 

No C4 (e)ii 

Further, can you please clarify who added clause 4 to the MOU and whether it is 
consistent with section 81 of the Financial Management Act 2006? 

Answer: 

I am advised the MOU document was created by Seven West Media and Carat and as 
such the clause was included when they created the document. 
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Perth Stadium 

These files (.rvt} are for use with the architectural design package Autodesk Revit. 

They contain 3D data that can be exported for viewin.g. 

-- nPS_ARC_BOWL.rvt 

-- nPS_ARC_INT_LOO.rvt 
-- nPS_ARC_INT_L01.rvt 

-- nPS_ARC_ROOF.rvt 
-- nPS_ARC_STRUCTURAL.rvt 

-- nPS_LAND_PRECINCT_ZONE 5.rvt 

-- nPS_LAND_PRECINCT_ZONE 6.rvt 
-- nPS_LAND_PRECINCT_ZONE 7.rvt 

-- nPS_LAND_PRECINCT_ZONE 8.rvt 
-- nPS_LAND_PRECINCT_ZONE 9.rvt 
-- nPS_WSA_ARC_FACADE SYSTEM_RVTlS.rvt 

Perth Stadium Train station 

Attachment C4(e)i 

These files were received in DWG format, a commonly used 3D transportation format. 

They contain 3D data that can be exported for viewing. 

SS_ARC_Station_.dwg 
SS_ELE_Station_.dwg 

Perth Children's Hospital 

These files (.rvt) are for use with the architectural design package Autodesk Revit. 

They contain 3D data for the building that can be exported for viewing. 

- Architectural 

-- NCH-BCJH-AR-03-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-03-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BCJH-AR-03-FE-D-RVT14_.rvt 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-03S-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-04-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BCJH-AR-04-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-04-FE-D-RVT14_backup 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-04S-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BCJH-AR-05-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-05-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BCJH-AR-OSS-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BCJH-AR-06-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-07-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
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-- NCH-BOH-AR-07-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-07S-DM-D-RVT14. rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-09-DM-D-RVT14. rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-09-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-09S-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-10-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-11-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-12-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-13-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-14-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-15-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-16-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-23-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-23-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-23-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-23S-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-26-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BCJH-AR-26-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 

0 -- NCH-BOH-AR-265-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-26S-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-27-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- NCH-BOH-AR-27-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 
-- NCH-BOH-AR-27S-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

- Architectural (I-Ref) 

-- PCH-WBAUS-AR-32-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 

-- PCH-WBAUS-AR-32-FE-D-RVT14. rvt 

- Architectural (STH) 
--NCH-STH-AR-04-DM-D-RVT14. rvt 

--NCH-STH-AR-04-FE-D-RVT14.rvt 

- Landscape 
-- NCH-NFMS-LS-OO-DM-D-RVT14.rvt 
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